Monsignor Corrigan Named Titular Bishop

Apostolic Delegation Announces Corrigan's Elevation By Vatican

Monsignor Hyvernal, Aged Professor, Decorated

Retreat Makes Presentations

Five Awarded Medals Who Served C. U.

Juniors From Sparkling Class Dance

Country Club in Maryland Uses Unique Location for Gala Hop

Mal Hallen's Orchestra, Nat'l Bands, Smooth Swing

By LEWIS TIBBI

One of the most colorful and powerful Turmoil posters now in the history of the University is the project of the Glee Club, under the direction of President John F. Corrigan. The poster is a product of the most outstanding art work that has been produced in the history of the University. It features a design of the student body, which is composed of students from the University of Notre Dame, Washington State University, and the University of California.

Eagle Scout Medal

Country Club Junior Program

Campus Leader

Monsignor Hyvernal, Decorated Professor, who has served the University for 25 years, was presented with a token of appreciation at the annual meeting of the Board of Trustees.

Announced at the Convention in November, 1939, which decided the future of the University and the University's present status, the Convention, in almost every respect, was considered the most important in the history of the University.

The announcement will be made in the near future by the President of the University, who will speak on the history of the University and the University's present status.

Edward A. Parry
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**The Tower**

**Alma Mater "Loyal Sons And True"**

**Oscar Q. Morpheus XIV**

Greeting, everyone—and,Yay off, FLAME! Who's the man with whom... when...? I'm glad to have met you and to have been able to enjoy your company. May the best of luck to you all!—The Editor.

---

**The Children's Corner**

**Under the Table**

**The Children's Corner**

**Oscar Q. Morpheus XIV**
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4,000 WATCH CATHOLIC U. EDGE COLUMBUS U.

On the Cardinal Front

Terrapins Tumble Before Revamped Redbird Mittmen

Track Team At Meet In Baltimore

Corbett To Run Mile; Wall and Cooper In Dashes

Mandris Upsets Harn; Carl, Viner, Stenges Win

Last Saturday Catholic U.'s banner benefited from the absence of the student body, as the team featured in the annual C. U. meet at the track in Washington. The meet was won by the University of Maryland, with Catholic University coming in second. The meet was held at the track in Washington, and the results are as follows:

1. University of Maryland
2. Catholic University
3. University of Virginia

In the opening heat of the 440-yard dash, Catholic University took first place with a time of 50.4 seconds. The team was led by Frank Walsh, who set a new meet record with his time of 48.7 seconds. In the second heat, Catholic University again took first place with a time of 51.2 seconds. The team was led by John O'Brien, who set a new meet record with his time of 49.8 seconds. In the third heat, Catholic University took first place with a time of 51.8 seconds. The team was led by James Donnelly, who set a new meet record with his time of 50.2 seconds. In the final heat, Catholic University took first place with a time of 52.4 seconds. The team was led by William Ireland, who set a new meet record with his time of 51.0 seconds.

The team was composed of the following members:

Frank Walsh
John O'Brien
James Donnelly
William Ireland

Cardinals Garner Fourth Victory In Downing Columbus

Second Upset in as Many Weeks Scored by Ted Mandris

Ir. WILLIAM O'LEARY

In an unexpected victory at the University of Notre Dame, Catholic University's Ted Mandris scored a significant upset over the Fighting Irish. Mandris, a senior running back, scored a touchdown in the second quarter, giving the Cardinals a 15-0 lead. The Fighting Irish came back to tie the game in the third quarter, but Mandris scored again in the fourth quarter to give the Cardinals a 23-10 victory. Catholic University's next game is against the University of Southern California, and fans are excited to see how Mandris and the team will perform.

Semi-Athlete

JOHN FIORELLI

Significant loss for the Cardinals, the news of the upset scored by Mandris will have implications for the team's season. After winning in January, Mandris has now scored in two consecutive games. This could be a turning point for the team's morale and momentum. Catholic University's upcoming games will be crucial in determining the team's trajectory this season. Fans are hopeful for more upset victories and a strong performance against the University of Southern California.

Ninth In By Cards

Washington College In Close Engagement

Fordham Too Strong for Catholic

By FRANCIS J. MURPHY

The Fordham University basketball team proved too strong for Catholic University, defeating them 75-60 in a college basketball game held in the Fordham University gym. Fordham University was able to maintain a consistent lead throughout the game, with standout performances by their forwards. Catholic University fought hard but were unable to overcome the superior skills of their opponents. The game was a testament to the strength and talent of the Fordham University basketball team.

Yearlings Defeated By Point

Treasurer Ekes Out Victory For McDonald

Von Der Heide, Lynn and O'Leary Spark St. Peters Hereon

On Monday night, February 13, the Catholic University freshman basketball team hosted the American University freshman basketball team at the Catholic University gym. The game was closely fought, with Catholic University holding a slight lead throughout the game. However, American University fought back in the final quarter to tie the game at 60-60. In the final minute, Catholic University's Von Der Heide, Lynn, and O'Leary sparked a winning streak that ultimately secured a 72-63 victory for Catholic University.

Souvenir Booklet

Cotton Advocates Gonfal Playing

Last night's basketball game was a highlight of the annual basketball season, where the Catholic University and American University teams played against each other. The game was filled with excitement and energy from both sides, with each team displaying its skills on the court. The Catholic University team emerged victorious with a score of 72-63, showcasing their strength and resilience. The audience was thrilled with the game, and the night's events were captured in a souvenir booklet.
Rector Makes Appointments To Faculty

Montague Currin Names Directors of Departments

New appointments to the faculty of the College of Commerce have been announced by Montague Currin, president. The following transactions were made for the past two years with reference to the departments of departments.

- Business Administration: Longshore, David B.; Smith, John A.
- Economics: Smith, John A.; Johnson, Richard W.
- Accounting: Longshore, David B.; Johnson, Richard W.
- Finance: Smith, John A.; Johnson, Richard W.
- Marketing: Longshore, David B.; Smith, John A.
- Management: Longshore, David B.; Johnson, Richard W.
- Statistics: Smith, John A.; Johnson, Richard W.
- Information Technology: Longshore, David B.; Smith, John A.
- Advertising: Longshore, David B.; Smith, John A.

These transactions are effective immediately. All appointments are subject to the approval of the Board of Trustees.

THE TOWER

Shahahnian Have Season's First Marital Debate

Campus Leader

(Continued from page 1)

The numbers of the Boston College fencers have tripled in the past two years. The Boston College Women's Fencing Team, which was organized in 1987, has grown steadily in size and strength. The Boston College Men's Fencing Team, which was also organized in 1987, has seen a significant increase in numbers in recent years. Both teams have competed successfully at national tournaments, and have won multiple awards for their performances. The Boston College Fencing program is currently enjoying a period of growth and development, with promising prospects for future success.

Morphus XIV

What was better than the high- tech fencing equipment used by the Boston College Women's Fencing Team? The Boston College Men's Fencing Team used a variety of traditional fencing equipment, including epees and sabers. The Boston College Men's Fencing Team has been very successful in recent years, winning multiple awards at national tournaments. The Boston College Fencing program is currently enjoying a period of growth and development, with promising prospects for future success.

N. Chiascione To Practice In Local Law Firms

The law office of Martin F. Chiascione and Sons in Boston has announced that their firm, which was founded in 1987, will be dissolved. The firm will continue to operate as Martin F. Chiascione and Sons, but will be managed by Martin F. Chiascione, who will be the sole owner. The firm has been very successful in recent years, winning multiple awards for its legal services. The firm is currently enjoying a period of growth and development, with promising prospects for future success.

Campuses Cross Country

The Boston College Cross Country team will compete in the New England Cross Country Championships this weekend. The team has been very successful in recent years, winning multiple awards for its performances. The team is currently enjoying a period of growth and development, with promising prospects for future success.

The only Combination of its kind

You can look the whole world over and you won’t find another cigarette with the Chesterfield's RIGHT COMBINATION of the best American and Turkish tobaccos. In Chesterfield you find just what every smoker looks for...COOL SMOKING, definite MILDNESS, and the one thing that really satisfies...dovghty GOOD TASTE.

N Recycling

The Boston College Recycling Center will launch a new recycling program this week. The program will be implemented in all dormitories on campus, and will encourage students to recycle paper, plastic, and glass. The Recycling Center has been very successful in recent years, winning multiple awards for its environmental initiatives. The center is currently enjoying a period of growth and development, with promising prospects for future success.
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